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Annie Sloan are delighted to be introducing a long-requested,
hotly anticipated Wall Paint collection to revolutionise
customers’ walls in the same way Chalk Paint®️ has been
revolutionising furniture since the 1990s.
The new formulation is a brand-new launch for the company and we
are so proud of the Wall Paint that we have created. Years of research,
experimentation and testing have gone into selecting the right colours
for the palette and ensuring every single shade represents the high
quality, excellent coverage, and reliability which customers have come
to expect from the brand. The Annie Sloan Wall Paint range will finally
be ready to be released to the public this September.
The range is comprised of 32 colours, some of which you’ll recognise
from the Chalk Paint®️ palette and all of which you’ll have seen used
in some of the most beautiful homes from around the world. 16 are
brand new shades, formulated with the intention of providing a palette
from which an entire home scheme can be built - with walls that have
character and depth. There are brand new neutral options such as
Doric for rooms which require calm, inspired by architecture and artists’
materials. There are editorial shades to create statement walls, such as
Schinkel Green. And there are best-selling Chalk Paint®️ colours in fan
favourite shades such as Old White, Graphite and Olive.
The formulation differs from Chalk Paint®️ in that it offers one-step
durability and wipeability without the need to apply Wax or Lacquer,
but it retains the intensity of pigment, the soft matt finish, and the
market-leading quality Annie’s customers have come to trust, love and
expect. It’s so good she put her name on it (again!)

Painted in Piranesi Pink + Pointe Silk
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WALL PAINT
by Annie Sloan

CU RAT ED Annie Sloan, Interior Designer and Paint
Expert has curated a capsule range of exceptional
quality water-based Matt Emulsions for your walls.
Each deeply nuanced shade offers one step
durability, wipeability and coverage. Highest quality
pigments, industry leading expertise, and a whole
world of Art History inside every tin.
CRAFT ED Created in Oxford, at the home of
Chalk Paint and crafted to perfection using Annie’s
expertise in pigment and paints to achieve an
unparalleled finish. Annie Sloan’s Wall Paints are
all made in the UK; supporting UK industry and
adhering to some of the strictest regulations in
the world.
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Painted in French Linen

CON FID EN T Tested by experts, to give brilliant
results you can trust. Wall Paint is a one-step high
performance paint proven to give both great coverage
and a washable, wipeable finish.
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Painted in Terre Verte
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